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Abstract. We establish a covariant representation theory for actions of regu-

lar multiplicative unitaries, in the sense of S. Baaj and G. Skandalis, on C-

algebras.

In [1] S. Baaj and G. Skandalis have established a formulation for locally

compact quantum groups by using the notion of multiplicative unitaries. By

adopting this formulation we will extend the notion of a C* -covariant system
which usually consists of a C* -algebra and an action of a locally compact group
on that C*-algebra. This extension gives a formulation for actions of locally

compact quantum groups on C*-algebras which include actions and coactions

of locally compact groups on C*-algebras. First we will state a definition of
the crossed product and give some related results which are well known in the

locally compact group case. One of the results is that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the covariant representations of a C*-covariant system
and the nondegenerate ^representations of its crossed product. Secondly we

will state a definition of a reduced crossed product and treat some amenable

cases.

According to [1] we shall review multiplicative unitaries and those related

things which will be used later. All Hubert spaces and C*-algebras are assumed
to be separable, and tensor products of C*-algebras are taken to be spatial

ones throughout this paper. For a C*-algebra A and its closed two-sided ideal
J, M (A) denotes the multiplier algebra of A and M (A ; J) denotes {a G

M(A)\aA + Aa ç J}. Let H be a Hubert space. A unitary operator V on
H ®H is said to be multiplicative, if it satisfies the so-called pentagon equation:
F12F13F23 = V23VX2. Furthermore V is called regular, if {(id®<y)(ZF)|<y e

5(ü)»} is norm-dense in K(H), where Z denotes the flip operator on Ü ® H

and K(H) is the compact operator on H. We have the following facts for a

regular multiplicative unitary V.

(1) Define

Sv = {(œ®id)(V)\œ e B(H)t}~n
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and

Sy = {(id®oj)(V)\(o e B(H),}-".

Then Sy and Sy are C*-subalgebras of B(H).

(2) Define ôv(s) = V(s ® 1)K* for s G 5K and cV(0 = F*(l ®i)F for

í G Sy. Then ¿V and Sy are coproducts on Sk and 5k respectively, i.e.

Sy\ Sv ^> M(Sv®Sv+Sy®Sy; Sy®Sy) is a nondegenerate *-homomorphism

such that

(Sy ® id)Ôy = (id ®Ôy)Ôy ,

Sy   is injective,

and

ôv(Sy)(l ® Sy) and ây(Sy)(Sy <g> 1)   are total in 5f ® 5k ,

and similar properties hold for Sy on 5k .
We will start with some definitions.

Definition 1. Let V be a regular multiplicative unitary on a Hubert space Ü.
Then (A, V, a) is called a C*-covariant system, if

(1) A is a C*-algebra,
(2) a: A —> M(Ä®Sy ; A®Sy) is a nondegenerate *-homomorphism such

that

(a ®id)f7 = (id<g>cV)a,

er is injective,

and

a(A)(l®Sy)   is total in ^<8i 5k.

Definition 2. Let (A,V,a) be a C*-covariant system,  (re, u) is called a co-
variant representation of (A, V, a), if

(1) re is a nondegenerate »-representation of /I on some Hubert space

(2) « is a unitary element of M(K(Hn) ® Sy) such that (id<8>ôv)(u) =

«12«13,

(3) (re ® id)ff(x) = w(re(x) ® l)w* for all x G A .

Definition 3. Let (A, V, a) be a C*-covariant system. We define a seminorm
-1Ü

on A <8>alg. (5„  )* by

^x,®w,

/=!

= sup
(

<

^n(Xj)(id®(úi)(u)

i=\

¿Z\\Xi\U\\Oi\\(s^)t <CO

(re, u) is a covar. rep. of (/Í, F, er)

í=i
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for x, e A, 03i e (Sy )*. We define

A xa Sy = || • ||-completion of A ®alg. (57"')./(|| • || = 0),

which is a Banach space, and call it the crossed product of (A, V, a). Finally

for a covariant representation (re, u) of (A, V, a), we define a bounded linear

mapping re xu of Ax Sy into B(Hn) such that

(N \ N

^2xi®0)i\ = y^re(x,)(id®c<j,)(M).
1=1 /        ;=1

Proposition 4. re x u is nondegenerate for any covariant representation (re, m)

of(A,V,a).

Proof. By the nondegeneracy we mean that (re x u)[A xa 5„].   Hn is dense
-W

in Hn. For this it suffices to show that {(id ®co)(u)\co e (Sy )»}. Hn is

dense in HK . In fact, for any £, n G H„\{0} , there exist a, ß e H such that

(£ <8> >/, m(q ® /?)) ,¿ 0. But the left-hand side equals (£, (id®(üntß)(u)a), as
we have shown.   D

We will give a C*-algebra structure on A xaSv . For this purpose we need
some lemmata.

Lemma 5. For xx, x2 e Ä, at least one of which belongs to A, and œx, cû2 g

(S y )», there exists a unique X e A xa S y such that for any covariant repre-
sentation (n, u) of (A, V, a)

(re x u)(X) = (re x u)(xx ®wx)-(nx u)(x2 ® œ2)

where we denote (re xu)(l® o)¡) = (id®oji)(u).

Therefore by setting X to be the product of (xx®œx) and (x2®et)2) we can

define a multiplication on AxaSy with respect to which AxaSy is a Banach
algebra.

Proof. If x2 e ClA , then we define X = xx ® (cox ® oi2)(Sy(-)) • X2 and the
statement is easily checked. So we assume x2e A. Let (sM) be an approximate

identity of 5k . Since a(x2) e M(Ä ®SV; A®Sy),

o(x2)(l ® sß)(eA ® Sy) -» a(x2)   strictly in M(Ä® Sy).

So there exists (£/^i xj ® sf\X e A), a norm bounded net of ^4 cg>a)g Sy ç
A®Sy, such that

Ni

^2 x\ ® sf -* a(x2)   strictly in M(Ä ® Sy ).
i=i

We next show

Ni

^2,xxxj ® (tox ® co2)((sj ® l)öy('))   converges in A xa Sy.

i=\
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For this it is sufficient to show that for any covariant representation (re, u) of

(A,V,a)

(N> \
(re x u) I ^xxxf ® (cox ® co2)((sj ® l)ôy(-)) J    converges in norm in B(Hn)

\i=i /

uniformly in (re, u). In fact, we have

Ve > 0 3X0 G A VA > An V(re, u)(covariant rep.)

N,

J=\

(re x u) ( ̂ xxxf ® (cox ® œ2)((sf ® l)cV(O) J

- (re x u)(xx ®cox)-(n x u)(x2 ® co2) <e,

B(H„)

by the estimation

A;

<

[^2n(xxxf)(id®œx ®œ2)((lA®sj ® l)(id®ôv(u))
\i=i

>
- (id<S)Ct>i ®œ2)((n®id®id)((xx ® 1 ® l)(<7(x2® l))(id®cV)(w)

((id®(ox ® œ2) - (idigicoiSi ® co2))

■ I (n(xx)® 1 ® 1)(n® id® id) I ̂ xf ®sf ® 1 j (id®Sv)(u)
,/=i

+ (id®œx ®oj2)(n ® id® id)

•   I  Í (XX ® SX ) Í ̂ 2 Xl ® sf - CT(X2) j ® 1     (id ®6y)(u)

+ \\((id®œxsx ®co2) - (id®eoi ®co2))

•((re®id®id)((xi ® 1 ® l)(cr(x2® l))(id®cV)(w))||

for any sx e Sy . Hence there exists

X = lim^2 xxxf ®(ojx ®œ2)((sj ® l)cV(-)) eAxaSv,
i=i

which satisfies that for any covariant representation  (re, u)  of (A, V, a),

(re x u)(X) — (re x u)(xx ®cox)-(nx u)(x2 ® œ2).   D

We have been able to define a multiplication on AxaSy as above. Next we

consider a »-operation on A xa Sy .
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Definition 6. For a covariant representation (re, u) of (A, V, a),

S(n,u) = ((re x u)[A ®alg. (ST1)*])-"*^.

Lemma 7. For any covariant representation (re, u) of (a, V, a), S(n,U) is a

C-subalgebra of' B(Hn).

Proof. By Lemma 5 S(n,U) is a closed subalgebra of B(HK), so it suffices to

show that 5(Ä)U) is selfadjoint. Note that

S(k,u) =c.l.h. {re(x)(id®et)®(y')(^23F2*3Mi2)|x eA, co, co' e B(H)*}.

Hence we obtain

(*)
(5(„)M))*= c.l.h. {(id®co')(u(l®k)u*)n(x)\xeA,co'eB(H)t,keK(H)}

(by Definition 2(2), and the regularity of V)

= c.l.h. {(n(x)(id®oi')(u(l ® k)u*)\x e A, co' e B(H),, k e K(H)}

(by Definition 1(2)).

Since it also follows from (*) above that

5(7tjU) = c.l.h. {n(x)(id®co')(u(l ® à:)m*)|x g A, co' e B(H),, k e K(h)},

we obtain that (S{n,„))*= S(nyU).   D

Proposition 8.  A xa S y has a C*-algebra structure.

Proof. Clearly A xaSy is isomorphic to the projective limit C*-algebra of

{5(n,M)|(re, u) is a covar. rep. of (A, V, a)} as a Banach algebra. So A xaSv

has also a C*-algebra structure.   D

Proposition 9. u e m(S(n M) ® Sy) for any covariant representation (re, u) of
(A,V,a).

Proof. First we show that u e M(S(n,M) ®K(H)). For x e A, co e (Sy )» and
k e K(H), by [1, Proposition 3.2b)], u • ((n(x)(id®co)(u))* ® k) belongs to

c.l.h. {(id®co* ®id)(uX3(l ® k' ® 1)K23(1 ® 1 ® k)u*x2(n(x*) ® 1® 1))

|x G A, co e B(H), ,k,k'e K(H)}.

This set equals (S(M,U))* ®K(H) by condition (2) of Definition 2, and similarly

(n(x)(id®co)(u) ®k)'U belongs to 5(WjU) ® K(H). Therefore we have ux2 G

M(S(n^u)®K(H)®Sv). Also F23 g AÍ(5(^iU)®A:(ü)®5k) by [1, Proposition

3.6a)], so we get Ux 3 G M(S{KyU)® K(H) ® Sy), i.e. u e M(S(UtU) ® Sy).   D

-W

Definition 10. For x, y e A and r\ e (Sy )», we set x * (y ® n) = xy ® n, and

thus we define a left action of A on A xa Sy by continuity.

Proposition 11. For x e A and co e (Sy  )♦,

(1) x,l®coeM(AxaSv) and \\x\\M(A^v) = \\x\\A, \\i®M\M[A^%)^

IMI(s7»>. -
(2) (re x u)(x) — n(x),  (re x w)(l ® co) = (id®co)(u) for any covariant

representation (re, u) of (A, V, a).
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Proof. (1) It is clear that x G B(A xa Sy),  ||x|L,     - , < ||x||, and x*  is

the adjoint of x in B(A xa Sy), so we have x G M (A xa Sy). If re is a

faithful »-representation of A, we can easily check that ((re ® id)a, 1 ® V) is

a covariant representation of (A, V, a) and that (re ® id)er is faithful. Hence
we have ||x|| c-   = HxH^ . The statement about 1 ®co follows immediately

from Lemma 5.
(2) By nondegeneracy of re x u, the statement is checked as follows.  For

y G A, ne (57™)*, and k e K(Hn),

(re x u)(x) • (re x u)(y ® n)k - re(x)(re x u)(y ® n)k,

which implies (re x u)(x) = re(x). Similarly by Lemma 5, we obtain

(re x u)(l ® co) = (id®co)(u).   D

By Definition 3, there exists a covariant representation (n0, W0) of

(A, V, a) such that n0 x W0 is a faithful »-representation of A xa S y . Let

us denote W = ((U0 x W0) ® id)-l{W0). Then W e M(A xa Sy ® Sv) by

Proposition 9.

Proposition 12. Let W be as above. We have

(1) 1 ®co- (id®co)(W) for any co e (57"')*,
(2) (nxu®id)(W) = u for any covariant representation (re, u) of (A, V, a).

Proof. (1) By Proposition 11, (n0 x W0)(l ® co) = (id®co)(W0) ; therefore we

have

1 ® co = (n0 x Wo)-x((id®co)(W0)) = (id®co)(W).

(2) By (1), for any a> € (S7")* ,

(re x u)(l ®co) = (nx u)(id®co)(W) = (id®w)((re x u®id)(W)).

By Proposition 11(2) (re x u)(l ® co)(u). So we have (re x u® id)(W) = u.   D

Theorem 13. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence

classes of all covariant representations of (A, V, a) and the equivalence classes

of all nondegenerate ^representations of A x„Sy such that

{(re, u)\ covar. rep. of (A, V, a)} -> {L| nondeg.  *-rep. of A xct5k}

by (re, u) i-» re x u

(nL, Ul) <-• L,

where nL(x) = L(x), uL = (L® id)(W).

Proof. We first show that the above mappings are well defined. If (re, u) is a

covariant representation of (A, V, a), then we have already shown that rexu is

a nondegenerate »-representation of A xa Sy by Proposition 4 and Proposition

8. Conversely suppose that L is a nondegenerate »-representation of A xaSy .

Let Ç e HL be such that re¿(x)¿; = 0 for any xe A. We obtain

L(l ® g>)*L(x)£ = L(x* * (1 ® co))*Ç = 0
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for any x e A, co e (Sy )„. Therefore by nondegeneracy of L, it follows
that Ç = 0, i.e., re¿ is nondegenerate. Further, we can check the covariance

condition of (re¿, m¿) by

uL(nL(x) ®l)u*L = (L® id)(W(x® \)W*),

and, by Proposition 11(2),

W(x ® 1 ) W* = (n0 x Wo ® id)- ' (n0 ® id)ff(x) = o-(x).

Hence we obtain uL(nL(x) ®l)u*L-(L® id)cr(x) = (re¿ ® id)cr(x).

Secondly we prove that the mappings are the inverses of each other. Let

(re, u) be a covariant representation of (A, V, a). For any x e A, nnxu(x) =

(re x u)(x) = re(x) by Proposition 11 and since unxu = (re x u® id)(W), we

have unxu = u by Proposition 12(2). Conversely let L be a nondegenerate

»-representation of (A, V, a). For any x e A, co e (Sy  )* we have

(nL x uL)(x®co) - nL(x)(id®co)(uL) - L(x)(id®co)((L® id)(W))

= L(x * (id®co)(W)) = L(x * (1 ® co))

= L(x ® co),

and hence nL x Ul = L.   D

So far we have stated a definition and some properties of crossed products.

Next we will treat reduced ones.

Definition 14. Let (A, V, a) be a covariant system. For a nondegenerate *-
representation re of A, ((re ® id)er, 1 B(Hn) ® V) is a covariant representation

of (A, V, a) as is easily verified. We define Indre = ((re ® id)er) x(lxK) and

call it the induced representation of A xa Sy from re. We define a seminorm

H'llr on A®aX&, (57™)* by

¿2xi®a>i
i=i

sup (Ind re)   5^ x, ® co, J re is a nondeg. * -rep. of A

for x, e A, co, G (Sy  )*. Note that if re is a faithful »-representation of A ,

J2 x> ® œ'
(=1

(Indre) j ^x, ® cot j

and if A ç B(HA) for some Hubert space HA ,

Y^ Xi ® COi
l=\

^a(Xi)(l ® p(o)i))

i=\ B(HA®H)

= 0)

where p(co) = (co® id)(F). Finally we define

A xar Sy = || • Hf-completion of A ®a|g. (Sy )»/(||

and call it the reduced crossed product of (A, V, a).   Note that if re is a

faithful »-representation of A,

AxarSv^(lndn)[AxaSv],
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and if A ç B(HA) for some Hubert space HA ,

A xarSy = c.l.h. {tr(x)(l ® p(co))\x e A,coe (57").}.

Theorem 15. Let V be a regular multiplicative unitary on a Hubert space H.
Then the following are equivalent.

(1) For any C*-covariant system (A, V, a), A xar Sy is isomorphic to

A xa Sy .

(2) There exists a nonzero ^-homomorphism <p from Sy to C.

In this case V is said to be amendable.

Proof. Suppose that cp is a nonzero »-homomorphism from Sy to C. Let
(A, V, a) be a C*-covariant system. We may assume that A ç B(HA) for
some Hubert space HA . For any covariant representation (re, u) of (A, V, a),
we consider the mapping

(id®tp)(Adu*)(n ® id) : A xar Sy -> B(Hn).

For any x e A, co e (Sy )»

(Adu*)(n ® id)(<r(x)(l ® p(co))) = u*((n ® id)cr(x) • (1 ® p(co)))u

= (n(x)® l)u*(l ®p(co))u

= (re(x) ® l)(id®id®co)(wt2F23Mi2)

= (re(x) ® l)(id®id®cü)(«i3F23).

Noticing V e M(Sy ® Sy) [1, Proposition 3.6(c)], we apply (id®<p) to the
above equality and obtain

(id®cp)(Adu*)(n ® id)(a(x)(l ® p(co))) = re(x)(id®eo)(M(l ®(cp® id)(F))),

and thus

53 cr(X/)(l® p(COj))
i=\

>

AY-orSv

]T re(x,)(id®cOi)(u(I ®(cp® id)(V)))
i=\

It is easily verified that for any covariant representation of (re, u) of (A, V, a),
(re, u(l ®(<p ® id)(F))) and (re, u(l ® (cp ® id)(V))*) are also covariant repre-

sentations of (A, V, a). Thus

5]<t(x,)(1® p(coi))
i=i

>

AxarSv

^X^COi
1=1 AxcSv

and therefore the equality follows.

Conversely suppose that for any C*-covariant system (A, V, a), A xarSy

is isomorphic to A xa S y . Then in particular,

S y =CX|f S y — C X¡ S y ,

where / is the trivial action. Also we have a trivial covariant representation

(idc,
lc ® isy) j so idc x(lc ® Ist■) is a nonzero »-homomorphism from C x, Sy
to C. Hence (2) is established.   G

We give some examples of amenable regular multiplicative unitaries.
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Corollary 16. (1) Let G be a locally compact group with the right Haar measure

p and the modular function A, and let VG be the regular multiplicative unitary

associated with G, definedby (VGÇ)(s, t) = Ç(st, t) for all Ç e L2(GxG, pxp).

Then VG , the dual of VG , is amenable ([3, Theorem 3.7]), where

(VGi)(s, t) = A(s)x'2Ç(s,s-xt)    for all Ce L2(GxG, p x p).

(An action of VG on a C* -algebra A is usually called a coaction of G on A.)

(2) Let Gc = (A, Ô, u) be a compact matrix pseudogroup with the Haar state

h ([4]) and VG  be the regular multiplicative unitary associated with Gc, defined

by
VoMh ® h) = (S(a)(l ® b))h9h   for all a, be A,

where a^ is a as a vector of the Hubert space in the GNS construction by h .

Then VGc is amenable ([2, Theorem 7.6]).

Proof. (1) We can verify that 5- = Sya = Co(G), the set of all continuous

functions on G vanishing at oo. So if we define <p(f) = f(e) for all / G

Co(G), where e is the unit or any element of G, then cp is a »-homomorphism.

(2) By [2, Theorem 7.7] 5kCc is isomorphic to ®a&G MáXm(a)(C), where Gc

are the equivalence classes of all irreducible unitary representations of Gc. Take

the trivial representation i ; then a canonical projection from 0_p M&m(aX(C)

to A/dim(,)(C) = C is a nonzero »-homomorphism.   G
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